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Abstract—Over the last decade cooperative communication in
wireless sensor networks (WSN) received much attention. A lot
of works have been done to propose a MAC layer that supports
cooperative relaying. The majority of these works tried to adapt
the IEEE 802.11 MAC protocol to sensor networks. The adapted
protocols use a lot of overhead (such as the use of RTS/CTS
as well as other messages used to allow cooperation) that
consumes energy. In this paper we propose a CSMA/CA based
MAC protocol that supports cooperative communication with
a minimum overhead: COSMIC (A Cooperative MAC Protocol
for WSN with Minimal Control Messages). Relay selection in
this new protocol is performed using both the channel state
information (CSI) and the remaining energy. Simulation results
show that COSMIC is able to increase the network lifetime by
25%
Index Terms—Cooperative relaying, relay selection, energy
efficiency, wireless sensor networks.

retransmitting the packet several times on a poor channel.
As shown in Figure 1 cooperative relaying is composed of
three phases: direct transmission, relay selection and cooperative transmission. The source S sends directly a message to
the destination D, we call this step by direct transmission.
A transmission from a neighbor to the destination is called
cooperative transmission. Relay selection is the action of
choosing the neighbor(s) able to relay correctly the packet
to D (hereafter we call this special neighbor by relay). Two
main relaying strategies exist. The first consists in employing
several neighbors to relay the packet at the same time, which
becomes possible by using Space Time Coding (STC) [3]. The
second consists in using only one relay at a time [4], which
can outperform the use of multiple relays [5].

I. I NTRODUCTION
Low Power and Lossy Networks such as Wireless Sensor
Networks (WSN) attracted much attention during the last
years. The restricted resources (energy, memory, and processor) and the random quality of the channel characterizing
such networks rise up multiple challenges. Several techniques
and protocols were proposed to meet this constraints [1],
[2]. One of the most interesting alternatives to enhance the
channel capacity and to reduce the energy consumption is
to use cooperative relaying [1]. The direct link between a
source S and a destination D can be affected by fading. At
the same time, S may have some neighbors that experience
better channel conditions to the destination and that over-hear
all the packets sent by S. We can exploit this spatial diversity
and retransmit the packet from one of the neighbors instead
of retransmitting it from the source.
Let us take the case of Figure 1 as an example. When the
source S sends a packet to the destination D, it is overheard
by the neighbors N1 and N2 of S and D. The conditions of
the channel from S to (N1,N2) and from (N1,N2) to D are
not the same as the direct channel from S to D. In addition
if the direct channel is bad the packet may arrive corrupted
to D. In this case, the neighbor with a better channel to D
and that correctly received the packet, retransmits it instead of
S. This retransmission on a better path will avoid the source
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The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: in
section 2 we discuss related works, in Section 3 we present
the details of our protocol. Section 4 presents and discusses
the performance evaluation results. Finally, we summarize the
main results and introduce our future work in Section 5.
II. R ELATED W ORKS
Multiple research efforts were proposed to include cooperative relaying in the network layer [6], [7] or in the MAC
layer [4], [8]–[13]. In this paper we focus only on the efforts
made at the MAC layer. The majority of these cooperative
MAC protocols use the Channel State Information (CSI) to
decide which neighbor to elect as relay [4], [11]–[13]. The
source and the destination of the packet exchange Ready-ToSend(RTS)/Clear-To-Send (CTS) messages in order to make

a channel reservation. The neighbors hear these RTS/CTS,
deduce from them the CSI of the channels to the destination
and the source and based on that they compute a back-off
timer. Subsequently they enter into a contention period to gain
the channel. The timer of the neighbor eligible to become the
relay (i.e. the one with the best CSI) expires first and it applies
for the relaying.
In addition to CSI, other protocols propose to consider
energy in relay selection [10]. The authors propose to combine
the CSI of the channel to the remaining energy of the node to
elect the relay. Energy conservation was the subject of other
considerable research efforts. Z-MAC [14] and B-MAC [15]
proposed the use of Low Power Listening to reduce the activity
time of the nodes. These type of techniques is out of the scope
of our paper.
The majority of these protocols was conceived for 802.11
networks or adapted from 802.11 to WSN. Therefore they do
not completely meet the constraints of WSN (especially with
regard to energy and restricted channel capacity). The objective of this paper is to present COSMIC; our Carrier Sense
Multiple Access/Collision Avoidance (CSMA/CA) based cooperative MAC protocol with a distributed relay selection
algorithm. The selection decision is based on both channel
state and remaining battery and it uses only one control packet
for relay selection.
III. T HE COSMIC P ROTOCOL
A. Motivation
The majority of cooperative MAC protocols designed for
WSN were inspired from the 802.11 MAC layer. Therefore
they use the RTS/CTS sequence and other control messages for
relay selection and cooperative transmission. Besides WSNs
are much more energy constrained (often use non-rechargeable
batteries) and they dispose of a limited data rate. Furthermore
the RTS/CTS of 802.11 was conceived to protect the transmission of large data packet while the maximum size of a WSN
packet is of 127 bytes. Therefore, RTS/CTS mechanism is not
really necessary for wireless sensor networks.
The relay selection mechanism is usually based on the
CSI of the source-to-relay, source-to-destination and relayto-destination channels, without considering a second critical
parameter which is the residual energy of the nodes.
Furthermore, several works perform a proactive relay selection. They select the relay before data transmission and use a
probabilistic decision. However, this probabilistic decision is
not needed if we make a reactive relay selection, i.e. after the
data transmission. The process become deterministic as each
node knows if it has correctly received the data packet and
can definitely decide if it can be the relay or not.
To sum up, we can say that we strongly believe that more
energy and channel capacity can be saved if we reduce the
number of control packets and if we perform a reactive relay
selection.

B. Distributed Relay Selection Algorithm
In such energy constrained networks, a centralized approach
for relay selection is not the best technique. Centralized
approaches require an important amount of control messages
exchange and hence more energy consumption. Therefore,
we opt for a distributed relay selection. In our algorithm the
neighbors do not exchange any packet to elect the relay. When
an outage occurs at the destination on the reception of a data
packet, it sends a Request For Relay message (RFR) to inform
its neighbors (potential relays). The neighbors deduce that D
requires a packet retransmission.
Potential relays are the nodes that correctly received the
data packet and that are in the radio range of both the
destination and the source of the packet. Relay selection is
done by computing a timer called Relay Selection Backoff
(RSBackoff). This timer is based on the CSI of the channel
R-D and the remaining energy of the relay. In order to compute
RSBackoff, we use the Simple Additive Weighting (SAW)
Multi-Attribute Decision Making (MADM) technique through
the following formulas:
α × N (CSI)+ β × N (RE) (1)
CSI
(2)
N (CSI) =
CSIM AX
RE
(3)
N (RE) =
InitialEnergy
1
RSBackof f =
(4)
N odeScore
Where N(CSI) is the normalized value of instantaneous CSI
of the R-D channel deduced from the signal of the received
RFR. N(RE) is the normalized value of the remaining energy
of the relay R. α and β are the correspondent weights of
the N(CSI) and N(RE) respectively. They define the decision strategy of the relay. InitialEnergy and CSIM AX are
respectively the initial available battery of the neighbor and
the maximum possible value of the CSI. We selected SAW
for the computation of RSBackoff because it is simple and it
outperforms other sophisticated techniques [16].
Next, each potential relay will use the computed RSBackoff
to compete for the channel. The node having the lowest
RSBackoff gains the channel first and relays the data packet.
The remaining potential relays hear this packet with its relay
flag set to 1, they conclude that a relay was elected and cancel
the scheduled transmission. We suppose here that the relays
are able to hear each other.
N odeScore =

C. Protocol Description
In this section we describe the details of our protocol: the
queuing strategy, the inter-frame spacing and the different
backoffs. By designing COSMIC we aim to minimize the use
of the radio by reducing the number of exchanged control
packets. More precisely we use timers instead of control
messages. Hereafter we will use the following notations:
DATA which is the data packet, Request-For-Relay (RFR),
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Acknowledgment (ACK) and R-DATA which is the relayed
copy of the data packet.
Let us take the example depicted in Figure 1. We suppose
that we have a one-hop communication between a source S
and a Destination D in presence of two common neighbors N1
and N2. When S has a DATA packet to send, it has to wait and
the inter-frame DATA (I-DATA) period plus a random backoff
period (RABackoff), after which it sends the packet to D if
the channel is free. D receives the packet and the neighbors
overhear it. Only the neighbors that are common to S and
D keep the over-heard packet (N1 and N2 in our case). The
other neighboring nodes drop the packet silently. If D is able
to decode the packet, it sends an acknowledgment (ACK) to S.
In this case, no relaying is needed. The potential relays drop
the over-heard packet. Otherwise, if D was not able to decode
the DATA packet, a cooperative relaying is engaged.
Figure 2 describes the sequence of messages used to send
one packet from S to D with cooperative relaying. D sends
an RFR, after an RFR Inter-frame spacing (I-RFR), to express
its need for a relayed packet. The neighbors receive the RFR
and deduce the CSI of the channel to D then compares it
with a predefined threshold TH. If the measured CSI is above
this threshold, the neighbor is considered as a potential relay,
otherwise the neighbor deduces that it cannot enhance the
direct transmission and retires silently. At this step, in our
example, all the remaining neighbors are able to relay the data
packet to D (i.e. N1 and N2 in Figure 1). These neighbors will
enter a contention period and compete for packet relaying. In
order to become the relay, each potential relay computes an
RSBackoff using equation (4). In our example the RSBackoff
of N1 expires first and relays afterward the packet. N2 hears
this transmission, cancels its scheduled one and drops the
packet. At the destination side, if the packet is decoded, D
sends an ACK to S, otherwise, it remains silent. Once the
re-transmission timer expires without receiving an ACK, the
source deduces that a retransmission is required.
D. Packet Priority and NAV computing
We define in this section the priority order between the
packets, in addition to the Network Allocation Vector (NAV)
that will reduce the collision probability and determine some
periods of inactivity.
In our approach, we suppose that a cooperative communication has to be proceeded before any other data packet

communication, since we consider that relaying a packet accomplishes an unfinished communication between the source
and the destination. Therefore, we assign a higher priority to
potential relays. In order to ensure this priority, we define a
number of inter-frames. When sending DATA, a node has to
wait for Inter-frame DATA (I-DATA) plus a Random backoff
(RABackoff). We assign to I-DATA the highest value among
the other inter-frames to make it the lowest priority to access
the medium. We have now to define the priority order between
the RFR and R-DATA packets. Let us suppose that RFR has
higher priority compared to R-DATA. In this case, several
relaying processes can be initiated at the same time and the
same neighborhood, then this can engender an additional delay
on the relaying of the packet by the potential relay and can
engender a retransmission by the source. For these reasons, we
opt to assign higher priority to R-DATA. Therefore we assign
to the interframe of the R-DATA, smaller value than I-RFR.
The packet priority order is thus as follows: DATA < RFR <
R-DATA < ACK and the corresponding inter-frame spacing
order is as follows:
I-ACK < I-R-DATA < I-RFR < I-DATA
A second solution to reduce the number of collisions is the
use of the Network Allocation Vector (NAV). Each time a
node can preview that traffic will be sent, it sets its NAV.
In our case, a node can forecast the traffic only when it
receives an RFR. Two cases are possible: the packet can be
relayed by a neighbor or not. In the first case, the neighbors
will wait for I-R-DATA and RSBackoff then relay the packet.
At the reception of the packet, the destination will respond
with an ACK. If we suppose that the propagation delay is
negligible, the time RLY-D required for this communication
is as follows:
A)
)
RLY-D = I-R-DATA + RS-Backoff + M ax( size(R−DAT
DataRate
+ I-ACK.
In the other hand, if the packet cannot be relayed, a timer
will expire at the source and destination side. The waiting time
is as follows :
RLY-D = I-R-DATA + Max(RSBackoff) + 
Where  is a predefined constant. In order to reduce collisions and unnecessary channel sensing, the neighbors that are
not involved in the relay process will behave as follows: When
hearing an RFR, they remain idle until the expiration of the
No-RLY-D timer, then they sense the channel. If an activity is
heard, they return to idle state until the end of RLY-D. If not,
they can send their own packets.
IV. P ERFORMANCE E VALUATION
A. Simulation Environment
We implemented COSMIC on Opnet 15.0 simulator. The
simulated sensors are equipped with a unique antenna and
are not able to send and receive at the same time. They all
use the same channel in the 2.4 GHz band. Without loss of
generality, we suppose that the sensor nodes can be in one
of the following three states: transmitting, receiving or idle.
Each sensor is equipped with an AA battery. The energy
consumption in each state is of a Mica2 sensor node [17]:

27mA for transmitting, 10mA for receiving and 20µA for idle
mode. The source S sends a data packet to D each minute.
We used a 1016-bits data packet. RFR and ACK packets sizes
are 88bits. The data rate is fixed to 250 Kb/s. The topology
of the network is fixed and uniform. In addition, we suppose
that all the channels are symmetric, and that the radio range
of each node is about 30m.
The route from the source S to the destination D is fixed
during the simulation and contains an intermediate node I.
Furthermore we uniformly distribute the neighbors around S, I
and D in a square with a side length of 100m. At the beginning
of the simulation, all the nodes have the same amount of
energy and no other traffic is disturbing the packets from S to
D. We vary the number of nodes from 10 to 100.
The potential relays are the nodes on the radio range of
the sender and the receiver at the same time. A potential
relay decides to compete for relaying a data packet if the
CSI measured from the RFR is higher than the threshold
TH. The RSBackoff is computed using this CSI and the
remaining percentage of energy. The signal x(t) transmitted
by a node over the channel experiences attenuation described
by a fading coefficient h, which is, random, but constant during
the transmission of one data packet, as well as additive white
noise n(t). Therefore the signal received by D at an instant t
is y(t) = h·x(t) + n(t). During the simulations we vary n(t),
randomly and for each packet, so that we simulate random
channel conditions for every packet.
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Simulated Network

B. Simulation Results
In order to compare the performance of COSMIC to those
of the CSMA/CA, we simulate the network described in Fig.
3. We used the following performance metrics : the network
lifetime, the delivery ratio and finally the outage ratio of the
two hops S-I and I-D.
In Fig. 4 Delivery Ratio for different node density are
depicted. It is defined as the ratio of the number of received
packets at the destination to the number of sent packets by
the source. Since we use more and more relays, we have less
packet loss. The delivery ratio is enhanced and reaches 95%
when the node density reaches 100 nodes.
The outage ratio of the the first hop S-I (H1 in the figure)and
the second hop I-D (H2 in the figure) are illustrated in Fig. 5.
An outage happens when a packet is retransmitted by S or by
I. The outage decreases as the node density increases and so
the number of potential relays.

Fig. 6.
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In the case of no cooperation, if an outage occurs the
source re-transmits the packet until successful delivery or until
attaining the maximal number of re-transmissions. But if we
use cooperation with more nodes, we have greater chances to
find a relay that have a better channel to the destination than
the direct channel. In the case of 100 nodes, the outage ratio
of the two hops become very low (around 2%).
Fig .6 depicts the network lifetime defined as the time until

the first node in the network dies. It increases from 90 days in
communication without cooperation to reach around 118 days
wih COSMIC (an increase of 25%).
In fact, by adding more nodes to the network, we create
more channels. Therefore additional nodes participate in the
relaying of the packet to the next hop. This leads to a
distribution of the energy consumption between the nodes and
to a better use of the different channels of the network.
V. C ONCLUSION
In this paper we proposed COSMIC; a cooperative MAC
protocol for WSN with minimal control messages. In COSMIC
relay selection is based on both the channel state information
(CSI) and the remaining energy. We proved by simulation that
using cooperative relaying increases the network lifetime by
about 25% and the delivery ratio by 5 times. In addition, we
proved that we can decrease the outage of the system. In
future work we aim to enlarge the scope of our studies by
implementing the protocol on a real testbed and by including
Low Power Listening Mechanisms to reduce the activity of
our nodes.
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